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Questions 

This presentation evaluates the presence of the 
heritage language of ethnic Czech Moravians in Texas 
on the most prominent Texas Czech websites and 
asks: Given a healthy number of these websites, 
including live video broadcasting, all promoting the 
ever-thriving Texas Czech culture and commerce, 
what role does the Web play in the preservation and 
revitalization of the heritage language?  

   ** What is available?  

   ** What is possible?  

   ** [A complication:] Which variety? 
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Introduction  

The language of Texas Czechs began to evolve in the 1850s, 
with the first major wave of settlers coming to Texas from 
the Moravian region of the 19th century Austro-Hungarian 
Empire. Present-day Texas Czech is a blend of archaic 
Moravian dialects and standard (‘school’) Czech, heavily 
influenced by over a century and a half of contact with 
English spoken in Texas.  As a result, Texas Czech bears little 
resemblance to European Czech.  It is an endangered 
immigrant language variety, which, considering that natural 
intergenerational language transmission has long ended 
and that most speakers and semispeakers are elderly, falls 
within the alarming Stage Seven on Fishman’s (1991, 2000) 
Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale of threatened 
statuses: it is approaching extinction.  
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Origins of Czech Moravians in Texas 

Both poverty and persecution pervasive in the Austro-
Hungarian Empire during the 19th century drove 
significant numbers of peasants to seek better 
economic conditions as well as political and religious 
freedoms in other parts of Europe and in America. 

 

The phenomenon of “district chain migration” (Hewitt 
1979), where entire villages moved to be recreated in 
fertile farming lands of Texas began in the 1850s and 
ended by World War Two (cf. Machann and Mendl 
1983).  
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Origins of Czech Moravians in Texas  
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First settlements and education  

At the center of a typical new settlement were a 
school, church, and fraternal hall. Education 
was important to largely literate ethnic Czechs 
in Texas from the outset.  

The first documented school was opened in 
1859. The English language was brought to 
the Czech schools in 1871 with the Texas 
Legislature requiring an English proficiency 
exam of all teachers in Texas public schools 
and the use of English as the primary mode of 
instruction. 
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Ethnic religion and education 

Ethnic religion played a significant role in 
language maintenance through the 1930s. The 
English law did not apply to Catholic 
elementary schools, which kept the Czech 
language alive for some time, just as did Czech 
Protestant summer schools.  

Long prominent in higher education, the 
University of Texas at Austin began to teach 
Czech in 1915; the language has remained, 
with varying enrollments, a subject of study 
ever since.  
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The role of ethnic organizations  

Just as important as education were Czech fraternal and, later, 
educational organizations , often involved in the 
communities’ social and cultural life: 

• Katolická jednota texaská ‘The Catholic Union of Texas’ 
(KJT) 

• Slovanská podporující jednota státu Texas ‘The Slavonic 
Benevolent Order of the State of Texas’ (SPJST)  

• the Czech Ex-Students Association of Texas (CESAT)  
•  the Czech Educational Foundation of Texas (CEFT)/the 

endowment to establish the Texas Chair in Czech Studies, 
assuring continuous offerings of Czech at the University of 
Texas at Austin since 1990. 

• Czech Heritage Society of Texas (CHST) 
• Texas Czech Heritage and Cultural Center  (TCCHC) & TOCA 
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How many Texas Czechs are there? 
• It is difficult to estimate accurately the number of ethnic Czechs in Texas. 

Many immigrants of this descent went unreported until 1920 when the US 
immigration service included “Czech” among possible designations.  

• The 1920 Census: 64, 800 foreign-born Czech speakers and 1st & 2nd 
generation Czechs; “Czechoslovakian” as the third largest group in Texas 

• The 1980 US Census: 178,932 Texans of Czech descent; 

• The 1990 US Census: 191,754 Texans of “Czech”/”Czechoslovakian” 
ancestry; 

• The 1995 Resolution of the State of Texas House of Representatives 
proclaiming the “Czech Heritage Week in Texas” boasts that *this+ “second 
largest ethnic group in Texas … now number*s+ nearly a million,” and ranks 
the Czech language as the third “most popular spoken language” in the 
state. 

• The 2000 Census: 187, 729  Texans of “Czech”/”Czechoslovakian” ancestry; 

• A cautious estimate: 150,000 to 225,000 ethnic Czechs & Moravians today. 
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Párknu káru u hauza ... ‘I‘ll park the car by the house’ 

• Texas Czech (TC) blends the archaic features of 
Northeastern Moravian dialects – the Lachian (Lašsko) 
and Valachian (Valašsko) regions of the present-day 
Czech Republic, aspects of Standard (Written) Czech, 
and features of English spoken in Texas.  

• Texas Czechs’ descriptions of their vernacular as “half 
and half,” “broken,” or potrhane jak když leje z boketa 
‘broken as if one pours it out of a bucket’ focus on the 
typical morphosyntactic integrations of N, V, and Adj. 
(e.g. tomáta ‘tomatoes’; braunovy ‘brown’; farmovat 
‘to farm’, jůzovat ‘to use’), and code-switches (e.g. měla 
vysoký blood pressure ‘*she+ had high blood pressure’) 
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The dialectal core of Texas Czech  

• Muka/můka for the EC mouka ‘flour’;  

• Nésu/nenisu for the EC nejsem ‘I am not’ 

• Mluvit’ for the EC mluvit ‘speak’  

• Odkad’ ses’?  Odkad’ ty ses’? For the EC Odkud 
jsi? ‘Where are you from?’ 

• Potem for the EC potom ‘after’ 

• Rozumja, ale nemluvja for the EC rozumí ale 
nemluví ‘*they+ understand but don’t speak *it+’ 

• Cerky, ogaři for the EC děvčata, chlapci ‘girls, 
boys’ 
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Which variety to promote? 

• View #1: Texas Czech is not worth teaching. Only 
the Czech language as used in ‘the old home 
country’ should be taught  

• View #2: A “cleaned-up” version of Texas Czech -- 
dialectal features minus anglicized words – would 
be acceptable 

• View #3:  
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Accessing Web resources  
 34 (age 54-92) & 3 (age 35-50) 

! 
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Texas Czech Websites 

• Website (Organization/Private) 

• Mission: Heritage Preservation 

• Mission: + Language Preservation? 

• Referenced/featured variety: European 
Czech? Texas Czech?  

•  Language material: Referenced? Featured?  
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Texas Czech-related websites (organizations)  

Website 
(6) 

Mission: 
Heritage 

Mission: + 
Language? 

Ref variety  Includes Language material ? 

SPJST Fraternal 
Heritage  
[insurance 
business] 

Not explicitly 
stated 

Czech (EC) NO ; Czech lessons-Vestnik; links to ‘learn-
Czech’ sites 

CHST Heritage 
organization 

Czech (EC) NO; A few Chapters offer community 
classes ; Comprehensive links to all things 
Czech and some Czech-learning sites; 
newsletter Český Hlas ‘the Czech voice’ 
[offline] 

TCHCC La 
Grange 

Heritage 
Center 

Czech (EC) NO; Closely associated with CHST;  share 
links; Newsletter Náš Český Život ‘Our 
Czech Life” *offline+ 

CEFT Heritage 
Educational  

Czech (EC) NO; Program fellows from CR teach 
community language classes; supports 
teaching of Czech at UT-Austin … 

CCM Houston Heritage  
Center 

Czech (EC) 
 

NO; Offers Czech (EC) classes; 
comprehensive links to  all things Czech and 
some Czech-learning sites 

Texas Czech 
Genealogical 
Society  

Genealogy & 
Heritage  

Not explicitly 
stated 

None NO; Links to Czech websites “in Czech only” 
and other resources; newsletter Ceske 
Stopy ‘Czech footprints’ *online+ 



Texas Czech-related websites (private)  
Website 
(4) 

Mission: 
Heritage 

Mission: 
+ Language 

Referenced 
variety  

Includes language material ? 

Texas Čzech 
Genealogy 
Website 

Genealogy & 
Heritage 

Not explicitly 
stated 

Czech (EC) NO; apart from a Czech diacritic over the 
English “C” in “Czech” &  
“Welcome – Vitame Vas”; Dekuji! ‘Thank 
you’ (no diacritics)  

Texas Czech 
Genealogy  Pg 

Genealogy & 
Heritage 

Not explicitly 
stated 

Czech (EC) NO; apart from “ˇVítáme Vás(Welcome)” 

‘goodolejoe’ Czech Stuff 
“for fun and 
pleasure” 

Czech (EC) &  
 
 
 
reference to 
Texas Czech  

“Want to learn the words to the Czech 
songs?  Here are the lyrics to 73 popular 
Czech songs.  (Sorry purists, but no 
diacriticals!) ” + Links to ‘learn-Czech’ sites 
“A spoof on the use of the Czech language 
by Texans.  Words and phrases that are 
half Czech and half English.  Gotta know 
both languages to be able to understand 

them.  Cute! ” 

Texas Czechs (All About)  
“…Czech Music, Language, 
Recipes, & Traditions; Czech 
out the CDs, DVDs, T-Shirts, 
Bumper Stickers, Mugs” 

Language is the 
first link! 

Czech (EC) Czech words and phrases; organized 
around topics; short video lessons; also 
texts to  traditional polka songs (with 
audio) but only read, not sung;  a link to 
“Czech lingo” leads to a European Czech 
language –learning sites 
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Organization information & E-commerce 

Texas Czech or Czech: 0  

Vestnik (“Bulletin”) prints Czech lessons 

Youth Program: Vestnik Projects 

Other Interesting Links of Popular Czech 
Customs 

Prague Castle/ Politika/ Kraslice/  Vegetable 
Dishes/Czech Liberation/Czech Football… 
 

Czech Republic's Greatest Athletes … 

Member receives Czernin Palace Medal 
(promoting Czech Heritage) 
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 “Conversational Czech for 
Travelers" at the CHS Library and 
Archives 

www.slovnik.cz is a great online 
translator… 

KNIHY OFF/LINE - Czech book 
downloads 
http://hurontaria.baf.cz/KNIHY 

Digital Dialects Czech Language, 
Interactive games for learning the 
Czech language 

Links to TCHCC and various sites by 
Czechs and American Czechs; no 
representation of the dialect  
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Miss Texas Czech Slovak Queen Pageants (CHST) 
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Czech Heritage Society of Texas: Links  
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The State of Texas has one of the 
largest Czech-American populations in 
the USA. As many as 750,000 Texans 
trace at least part of their ancestry to 
the Czech lands of Bohemia and 
Moravia, which now make up the Czech 
Republic. Evidence of this heritage can 
be seen in annual Texas Czech festivals 
and celebrations, fraternal 
organizations, music and cultural 
programs, Czech-language newspapers, 
and publications of books about the 
Czechs in Texas … 

Czech Language Classes in the greater 
Brazos Valley Area/Spring 2011 
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The Brazos Valley Czech Heritage Society (BVCHS) and the Czech 
Educational Foundation of Texas (CEFT) offering jointly a Community 
Czech Class in Spring 2011: 
 
• A 16-week course in the Czech Language beg. January 25, 2011; 2hrs 
1x a week 2 hrs 
• Focus on beginners, but “will be structured to accommodate both 
beginners and more advanced speakers of Czech”  
• Concentrate on Conversational Czech for anyone who is interested.  
• Instructional materials provided for a fee 
•A textbook is available; not required.  
• The instructor: Petr Antene, the current holder of the CEFT William J. 
Hlavinka Czech Fellowship at Texas A&M University, from Rokycany, 
Bohemia in the Czech Republic. (Master's Degrees in English and in 
Czech from Palacky University in Olomouc, Moravia, Czech Republic, and 
is pursuing a degree in English Literature at Texas A&M) 
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The Texas Czech Heritage and 
Cultural Center, a multi-functional 
facility, will preserve and promote 
the history, language, culture, and 
heritage of Texans of Czech ethnicity 
who trace their ancestry to the 
Czechs who immigrated from the 
present-day Czech Republic or the 
former Austro-Hungarian Empire 
(including Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, 
and Slovakia) 
 

Czech Children’s Hour 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 
“Pavel Cech and illustrator will 
present a program designed for 
children 4-8 years old. With him will 
be Sabina Seidlova and guitarist Lucie 
Bystronova who will teach children 
some folk songs or songs about the 
stories written by Pavel Cech.”  
 

 
TEXAS CZECH VILLAGE **GENEALOGY MELNAR 
LIBRARY**POLKA LOVERS CLUB OF TEXAS** 
THE KOPECKY GIFT SHOP ….  
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“The purpose of the Czech Center 
Museum Houston is to unify the 
Czech/Slovak American Community 
around issues of importance and 
provide a central focus for all things  
Czech related, serving as a clearing 
house for information useful for 
members, visitors, individuals, 
organizations, and the media. “The 
mission is to “promote the Czech/Slovak 
Culture and Heritage by preserving, 
recording and celebrating the language, 
scholarship, and the arts of Bohemia, 
Moravia, Slovakia and Silesia; Sponsor 
activities and events …provide a forum 
for lectures, concerts, exhibits and 
interaction with citizens visiting from 
Czech and Slovak Republics; Provide 
Czech language instruction, a museum, 
archives, genealogy research facilities, 
and a library for history and 
contemporary research of the 
Czech/Slovak peoples… 

Comprehensive Czech links including Local Lingo 
(also not what you might think) 
Vsichni jsme spojeni! “We are all united!” 
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Re: Female surnames  Wed Aug 4, 2010 1:30 pm (PDT) 
I'll get this started though I'm no expert. The birth record spelling is probably the 
correct one. Now, that said, you must decided if the correct name is Mojzisek or 
Mozisek. Normally, they would be two different names. The Moyzisek is probably an 
Americanized spelling, (incorrect), since the "j" in Czech is pronounced like a "y" in 
English. A Czech pronunciation of the "y" would be similar to "e" in English.  
 
The ground rule for converting a masculine name that ends with "ek" such as Mojzisek, 
to the feminine form would be to drop the "e" and add an "a" to the end. Masculine 
Mojzisek=Feminine Mojziska. -- Hope this helps a little. 

Electronic Czechs… 

Subject: [TexasCzechs] Female surnames Tuesday, August 03, 2010 9:15 PM  
 
Hi all, I have gotten to the point in my research where I have been going through Czech 
archives online, and I have had some luck. A question I would like to pose to the group is at 
what point should one use the female versions of surnames? I am thinking to use them for 
everyone beyond the immigrant generation. What are your thoughts? 
 
 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/TexasCzechs/message/52996;_ylc=X3oDMTJxaG8zcDdqBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzQ4NzY1MQRncnBzcElkAzE3MDYzMzcwNjIEbXNnSWQDNTI5OTYEc2VjA2Rtc2cEc2xrA3Ztc2cEc3RpbWUDMTI4MDk3OTIyMg--
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Word Meaning  Tue Jul 13, 2010 11:48 am (PDT)  
 
Does anyone know the word Pochoval?  Pat could not find it in her Czech 
Dictionary.  It is a word used in my GrGr Grandmother Rozina Valigura Urban Death 
Record from Moravia. 
 
Re: Word Meaning  Tue Jul 13, 2010 8:03 pm (PDT)  
Found the word "Pochovat", or "buried", in the Czech word list on line. The  
link is  http://www.feefhs. org/guides/ Czech-wordlist. Pdf 
 
 
 
…. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/TexasCzechs/message/52615;_ylc=X3oDMTJxcGViMmUxBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzQ4NzY1MQRncnBzcElkAzE3MDYzMzcwNjIEbXNnSWQDNTI2MTUEc2VjA2Rtc2cEc2xrA3Ztc2cEc3RpbWUDMTI3OTA5NDEyMQ--
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/TexasCzechs/message/52621;_ylc=X3oDMTJxdXZxcGdqBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzQ4NzY1MQRncnBzcElkAzE3MDYzMzcwNjIEbXNnSWQDNTI2MjEEc2VjA2Rtc2cEc2xrA3Ztc2cEc3RpbWUDMTI3OTA5NDEyMQ--
http://www.feefhs.org/guides/Czech-wordlist.pdf
http://www.feefhs.org/guides/Czech-wordlist.pdf
http://www.feefhs.org/guides/Czech-wordlist.pdf
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Říjen - měsíc českého dědictví v Texasu  
October Texas Czech Heritage Month in Texas: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHS7vHMszkw 
 
Ethnic Festivals  
e.g. Westfest“Pivo! Polka! People!”  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JX9rMaekRVg&feature=related 

 
 
Texas Czech band performances…  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHS7vHMszkw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JX9rMaekRVg&feature=related
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Texas Czech Dialect project 
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Discussion  

 -- Texas Czechs have a strong presence on the Internet 

--  Individuals take the time to create heritage-related websites; virtual 
social networks exist on Facebook; group email lists; blogs; Youtube 

-- As for language: TC organizations promote European Czech as part of a 
‘heritage package’; the point of reference is the Czech Republic 

--  No language material on the sites except for a few maintained by 
individuals; typically links to sites teaching modern Czech; Texas Czech 
vernacular not acknowledged 

-- Should it be? Is it just an applied linguist’s wish? Lg. revitalization 
ultimately is a community’s choice 

-- There is enough interest to be harnessed while the vernacular (a 
resource!) still exists; the question is: Who will do it?  

-- The Texas Czech Dialect Project holds much potential as a corpus for 
both documentation and uses in teaching; should include both spoken 
and written discourse + the existing/digitized TC archive & Texas Czech 
newspapers); needs public support from organizations and universities 
(like UT-Austin) and resources  
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What role does the Web play in the preservation 
and revitalization of the Texas Czech vernacular?  
 



Discussion  

 --  ‘Czech lessons’ referenced by websites could be a good starting point 
for adding local variants, which, in turn, would boost the status of 
Texas Czech; so would open discussions by already engaged 
“electronic” Czechs and those frequenting Facebook 

-- The Center for Applied Linguistics : The Heritage Language Programs 
database http://www.cal.org/CALWebDB/Heritage/Default.aspx lists 
one (community-based) Czech class (CHST Bexar County Chapter); 
information posted by a CHST member 

 

-- It is not about ignoring modern Czech/a complete shift to the 
vernacular; it’s about viewing Texas Czech as a language variety in its 
own right. It can function as a natural stepping stone to European 
Czech for the young and a resource for any ethnic Czech Moravians in 
Texas wishing to improve their existing language skills in a 
community language class. And the Web CAN help! 
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What role does the Web play in the preservation 
and revitalization of the Texas Czech vernacular?  
 

http://www.cal.org/CALWebDB/Heritage/Default.aspx
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Děkuji Vám!  
Tož vam děkuju! 

Thank you! 


